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BIG: BUY, INVEST AND HIRE,
GIVE LOCALLY FOR A STRONGER
REGIONAL ECONOMY

When we open the door to a conversation about our regional and local
economy with employers, purchasers, investors and donors, we enter a
conversation about equity. We redefine places to include all people. In this
way, the Insight Center’s work to improve employment prospects for boys
and men of color, mid-career workers in transition, and other economically

Background

disadvantaged groups connects to these BIG ideals.

Last year, working with an impressive array of more than twenty-five
institutional partners, the Insight Center for Community Economic

Its success is premised on engaging growing numbers of supporters in the

Development launched an important new planning and exploration effort

private, public and non-profit sectors; and developing and standardizing

in the East Bay region of San Francisco called BIG: an effort to encourage

tools and agreements that can help leading decision makers in each of

local businesses, organizations and residents to Buy, Invest & Hire, and

these domains to better align their investments around more positive local

Give locally. Focusing on Alameda and Contra Costa Counties, which

benefits for surrounding residents, workers and consumers.

together anchor Northern California’s East Bay economy, the campaign
is intended to harness and align local reinvestment, new employment
opportunities, and under-tapped community capital with an eye to bolstering
local small business expansion, job quality, and employment equity.

Initiative Goals
The Insight Center’s BIG Initiative seeks to increase employment,
procurement, investment and philanthropy in Alameda and Contra Costa
Counties by catalyzing a coalition of thought partners and social impact

This report highlights the results of initial efforts to assess the feasibility

leaders to develop practical tools and collective power.

of such work for the longer run and highlights the agreements as well as
prototype tools that were developed and secured in the process, with

More than 2.5 million Californians make their homes in these counties,

planning grant support from the New York-based Surdna Foundation. It

where new industries like Biotech, Alternative Energy, Software

reflects on the prospective value of creating new resources and frameworks

Development, and Medical Instrumentation have received $1 billion in

that organizations of any type or size can use to assess their readiness and

investment and are exploding employment opportunities. According to

adjust their practices to meet the BIG initiative’s core objectives; namely,

the East Bay Economic Development Alliance, during the past two years,

to keep and grow economic resources within the East Bay for the broader

“The East Bay outpaced Miami, Austin, Las Vegas, Boulder, San Diego,

benefit of middle and working class families in need.

Indianapolis and Boston…That translates into an additional 11,800 new
jobs…well ahead of the 2.3% growth in the nation during the same time

Rationale

period.”i

Why is local such a BIG deal? Local matters because re-investing in our
regional economies creates stronger, more resilient communities. It also

Yet this prosperity is not broadly shared. Deep pockets of poverty and

provides an opportunity to craft a more inclusive definition of community–

unemployment persist in Alameda and Contra Costa Counties, particularly

incorporating those who have been historically underrepresented or

the urban core cities of Oakland and Richmond. Oakland and Richmond

increasingly marginalized in the global economy.

are nationally recognized centers of culture and innovation, where longtime
community residents have developed bold approaches to the foreclosure
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crisis, new forms of social enterprise and a robust non-profit sector.

Business leaders indicate concern that it also threatens future growth
and development. Mobilizing to address twin challenges of climate change
and inequity, they are directing new development and economic activity to

Workforce Profiles

ii

ALAMEDA COUNTY

OAKLAND

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY

RICHMOND

African-American
workers below federal
poverty threshold

23.9%

26.4%

20.1%

21.7%

Latino workers
below federal
poverty threshold

16.8%

24.7%

16.9%

23.6%

Asian workers
below federal
poverty threshold

9.5%

21.9%

7.8%

12.3%

Workers paid below
$3,333 / month

48.3%

45.0%

51.3%

47.8%

Unemployment

10.7%

12.6%

10.4%

11.8%

both targeted geographic areas and industrial sectors. Under California’s
historic climate change legislation (AB 32), and related efforts to balance
of jobs and housing throughout regions (SB 375), planners seek to meld
land use, transit and workforce policies toward improving environmental,
economic, and equity outcomes (SB 535). Under the leadership of major
corporations and the metropolitan planning organization, a newly proposed
Regional Prosperity Plan seeks to increase economic opportunity for low
and moderate wage workers.vi
“Priority development areas can become priority employment areas”
as concentrated new infill development in core cities is charged with

Business and academic leaders have noted the impact of income
inequality on future growth and opportunity. Nationally, Mark Grusky of
the Stanford Center on Poverty and Inequality finds, “the recession brought
unemployment in all states, and the recovery is bringing rising inequality,”iii
but the East Bay is experiencing these trends more sharply.

delivering affordable homes for low-income families and quality jobs.vii The
allocation of cap and trade funds means that new investment flows will
be available to disadvantaged communities, with Oakland and Richmond
strongly positioned to benefit.
“If we lift up race and equity in all of these conversations, we can build on

“While incomes throughout the Bay Area have increased for the most
part, the distribution of income remains an issue. In the East Bay, the
Gini Coefficient of Inequality -- where 1, or 100% represents perfect
inequality and 0 represents perfect equality -- has increased by 3.5%,
which is second only to Santa Clara County. The growing inequality is
tied to a growing poverty rate: 12.1% of the East Bay’s population is
living below the poverty threshold (up from 10% in 2008). Poverty and

the success of procurement, employment and investment programs in utility,
banking, and health care industries to open up opportunities,” said Orson
Aguilar of the Greenlining Institute.
The BIG Initiative pilots the way forward in this pioneering work, with a plan
to unite advocates, policymakers, and business leaders in re-investing in
central cities and the people who bring life to these vibrant communities.

income inequality have become a significant issue throughout the East
Bay.”iv
“Today, this level of inequality threatens our democracy,” said Christina
Arrostuto, executive director of Rise Together Bay Area, an initiative of the
United Way of the Bay Area.v
BIG: BUY, INVEST AND HIRE, GIVE LOCALLY FOR A STRONGER REGIONAL ECONOMY
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MOVING THE WORK FORWARD
During Summer 2014, the Insight Center for Community Economic
Development began planning an initiative encouraging the East Bay to Buy,
Invest and Hire, and Give locally. It undertook prepatory benchmarking
research on extant models to consider as analogs for this work. It also
developed a project implementation strategy based on maximizing local
stakeholder engagement through the formation of a regional advisory group
consisting of more than two dozen public, private and nonprofit sector
leaders. Then, in November 2014, the collective of stakeholders met to vet
and hone ideas for advancing this work; and to appoint a steering group to
lead it.
Connecting national organizations, regional partners, and community-based
organizations, the Initiative began to synergize and build a replicable model
of local re-investment.

Three Convenings of Key Leaders
During three planning and field research sessions, Insight Center convened
leading actors to develop tools and resources that will help to re-direct
business and philanthropic investment, create employment, and expand
procurement opportunities. Meeting in the office of Urban Strategies
Council in Oakland, Alameda County, in February and March, 2015, and at
Richmond City Hall in May, 2015, the steering committee and community
partners crafted a framework for further development.

Anchor Institution Review and Local Studies
Our work started with a review of anchor institution studies prepared by
Mahvish Jafri and Julian Gross, highlighting successful implementation
strategies aligned with BIG’s aims in communities across the nation.
This research underscored several significant success models featuring
important elements of our proposed BIG Initiative, but none with most or
4

all of the elements envisioned in our planned work. These analogs typically
have built on voluntary initiatives driven by locally-rooted major health
services providers and/or universities located in urban core, with the aim
of improving the surrounding circumstances and quality of life for their
employees and local residents.
Much attention has been paid in recent years to this kind of work, following
significant and widely-reported initiatives along these lines in places like
Chicago (University of Chicago), Cleveland (Evergreen Cooperatives/Case
Western University) and Philadelphia (University of Pennsylvania). Recent
months have seen exploratory work in this space as well by the Oakland,
CA-based Alameda County Department of Social Services (ACDSS).
The BIG Initiative, as a convening partner, will have access to the results of
an internal study conducted by ACSSA as it becomes available in late 2015.
The agency has plans to study the Port of Oakland; Kaiser Permanente;
PG&E; Children’s Hospital; and CSU East Bay, to determine how the County
and these partners can leverage expenditures for greater impact.
Additionally, BIG has served as a resource to Anchors for Resilient
Communities, the table led by Emerald Cities and the Democracy
Collaborative, analyzing opportunities for social enterprise development in
the health care sector, and to Healthy Richmond, part of The California
Endowment place-based initiative on health outcomes.

Thought Leader Interviews
Opportunity Partners conducted interviews with experts in supplier diversity,
employment and community reinvestment, highlighted below, to engage,
inform, and set the table for future relationships.

Focus: Development of Tools
Driving these conversations was a clear sense of impactful work underway
across the nation and region, sometimes connected, sometimes in silos. The
BIG Initiative endeavors to synergize this work, create regional harmonies

and vertical linkages through a series of connected tools serving a
committed table of leaders. We created prototypes for further development
in three inter-related areas:
- Self-Assessment Tool
- Glossary
- Developmental Rubric

MOVING THE WORK FORWARD
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WORK PRODUCTS
The BIG Initiative sees local employment, procurement, investment and
philanthropy as making positive contributions to enterprises’ bottom lines.
We developed tools to allow organizations, particularly private sector
businesses, to assess their current practices and find workable solutions to
taking their impact to the next level.
Each of these tools has been beta tested and is ready for full build-out.
1. Glossary
The Sustainable Business Alliance, led by Erin Kilmer-Neel, prepared a
glossary of terms [available at http://bit.ly/BIG-Glossary] from the community
benefits, social enterprise, and impact investing spaces.
2. Self-assessment Tool
With permission from B-Corp, Sustainable Business Alliance also created
a new self-assessment tool repurposing the beneficial corporation
questionnaire to address local employment, procurement, investment and
philanthropy. It’s on-line at http://bit.ly/BIG-Self-Assessment.
Seven organizations tested the prototype tool: Beneficial State Foundation,
East Bay Asian Local Development Corporation, Greenlining Institute, Insight
Center for Community Economic Development, Opportunity Partners, The
California Endowment (facilities and operations), and Urban Strategies
Council.
Participants reported survey times as brief as 20 minutes (longer for larger
organizations) and valuable insights about spend, hiring and banking
practices. Outreach continues to our extended network for additional
feedback and recommendations for inclusion in the next iteration.
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3. Developmental Rubric [matrix]
Our capstone work product is the developmental rubric, currently an
aspirational matrix of practices, policies and programs which we hope to
build out to demonstrate how companies can build up to championing these
issues.
The rubric, when fully realized, will live as a web-based resource where
decision-makers can access the experiences and insights of their peers,
graduating from legal compliance to leadership and impact in the field.
Field testing this prototype will involve engaging business and institutional
leaders on their terms to incorporate their needs and preferences.

COALITION RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
NEXT STEPS
The BIG Initiative coalition convened at Richmond City Hall on May 12,
2015 to review prototypes of the glossary, self-assessment tool and
developmental rubric. Joined by representatives of the Mayor’s Office,
community partners made the following recommendations:
A. Create separate self-assessment tools for six categories of
organization to better meet specific needs:
• Non-profit
• Government & education
• Banks
• Private sector
• Healthcare

have respected time and competing priorities, and established relationships
for the next phase of work.
In that next phase we envision the need for more in-depth consultation and
coordination with business leaders that drive procurement, hiring, investment
and charitable giving across the East Bay region. Through more intensive
field needs assessment, performance benchmarking, opportunity analysis
and institutional engagement we will seek to find new ways to better align
presently siloed efforts across industry sectors, geographies, and racial/
ethnic populations.
E. Identify champions toward a formal launch.
The BIG Initiative benefits from connection to public and private sectors
leaders in both Alameda and Contra Costa Counties, and has demonstrated
the capacity to engage respected leaders.

• Tech
B. Create templates for policies, working with national, regional and local
partners, in:
• Hiring and retention
• Community benefits
• Reverse job fairs to engage procurement officers in best
practices and peer-to-peer learning
C. Coordinate with anchor institutions and partner organizations to
synergize employment, procurement, investment and philanthropic efforts.
D. Engage & convene business partners.
Approaching this project through the lens of making a positive impact on
the bottom line, the BIG Initiative recognizes the need more fully to engage
business leaders in the next steps. We have created useful tools for further
development, focused on business strategies, which are ready to be tested
and refined by their intended users. Our interviews with business leaders
7

REGIONAL LEADERS REFLECT ON
BIG ISSUES & OPPORTUNITIES
Barrie Hathaway | Executive Director, Stride Center
The Stride Center is a non-profit social venture working to empower
economic self-sufficiency for individuals and communities in the San
Francisco Bay Area. As an innovative social enterprise, The Stride Center’s
mission is to empower men and women facing barriers to employment to
achieve economic self-sufficiency. They provide a comprehensive career
development program that includes job skills training, credentials, career
coaching, work experience, and job placement assistance.
“Our mission is to put talent into the marketplace. Our graduates are
immediately competitive in the marketplace. Last year, we placed 155
graduates with 97 leading employers in the region. Today, training
programs need to partner with other organizations for quick turnaround of
curriculum, and connection to industry certifications. We target information
communications technology jobs that are growing twice as fast as software
development.
“We’re building an alumni network to expand opportunities and connections.
We had a 25% survey response but our folks are mobile, so we are chasing
them. Employers see the changing demographics and know that their
competitors with diverse workforces are more profitable. We bring these
employers access to creative, ambitious talent they might not find.”
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Rob Hope | Rubicon
A nationally recognized nonprofit, Rubicon was founded in 1973. Rubicon
is one of just five organizations nationwide to be awarded a special federal
grant to make sure parents coming out of the criminal justice system can
provide financial and emotional support for their children. Rubicon served
more than 4,000 people across Alameda County and Contra Costa County
last year, placing over 670 unemployed people in jobs – more than at any
point in our over 40 year history. These clients have overcome serious
obstacles: over a third have been incarcerated at one point in their lives.
“Large employers have personnel departments, whose job it is to screen
out applicants with many strengths but personal historical barriers. Ten or
fifteen years ago, with a good attitude and a strong back, you could get
into a union and find a good career path. Now, customer service skills
are a necessity. There’s a high degree of exploitative practices: part-time,
no benefits, irregular schedules that make it hard to balance part-time
work. Employers are sticking their toes in the water with temp and staffing
agencies in case the economy tanks again. It’s an effective strategy.
Employers don’t see the value of going back to the traditional arrangement
and investment in workforce.
There are challenges in social enterprise. “Rubicon has a long history of
operating social enterprise. We sold a bakery five years ago, because we
could not make it profitable while employing our participants. Rubicon
landscaping has operated as a source of revenue, not a training program,”
said Rob Hope. “If we are honest, it is hard to operate without a subsidy.”viii

Darien Louie | East Bay Economic Development Alliance

Andrea Luquetta | California Reinvestment Coalition

The product of the unique opportunities and challenges of the East Bay

The California Reinvestment Coalition advocates for the right of low-income

– The East Bay Economic Development Alliance (East Bay EDA) is a next-

communities and communities of color to have fair and equal access to

generation, cross-sector membership organization dedicated to growing

banking and other financial services. CRC has a membership of over 300

the economy from the inside out. Working with the world-class companies,

nonprofit organizations and public agencies across the state of California.

leading research institutions, passionate community organizations, small
business leaders, and forward thinking local government agencies that

“We are working to improve Community Reinvestment Act performance.

constitute our membership, East Bay EDA represents the collective

CRA says, banking institutions must meet the needs of Community. Where

identity of the East Bay and the special power of a fully functional regional

is the needs assessment? We’re working on improving that methodology

partnership.

now.”

“How do you reach small and community based businesses? They don’t

“We see tremendous small business capital needs and changes. CRA needs

have time to join organizations; they’re just trying to do their business and

revamping. Banking not done in branches any more, but that’s how CRA is

get through the day. You have to create a system that connects them to

calculated. Banks are shrinking their branch footprints, but wanting credit for

business opportunity.”

online activities.”

“Employers do not hire exclusively out of social kindness. They are looking

“We would like to measure job creation through the CRA process, adding in

for employees who are ready and willing to work. Job shadowing is one

local hire as well as lending goals.”

way a prospective employee can experience a real work setting without
interrupting regular work operations.“
“Training institutions need to build their curriculum with industry input, but
find ways to keep their training fresh and relevant for the changing world of
work.”

REGIONAL LEADERS REFLECT ON BIG ISSUES & OPPORTUNITIES
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Ingrid Merriwether | President & CEO, Merriwether Williams

Sean Daniel Murphy | Fund Good Jobs

Merriwether & Williams provides commercial property and casualty

Fund Good Jobs is a spinoff of Inner City Advisors, focusing on raising

brokerage services in addition to surety and risk management services,

capital and investing in companies ready to grow and create sustainable

serving City and County of San Francisco, San Diego International Airport,

wage jobs.

Alameda County, City of Los Angeles, BART, the Gap, and many certified
minority contractors.

“Our small format means we can test things, work more intimately with
companies, see the relationship of data specific to our investment capital.

“We often refer to the CSU Sacramento study quantifying the economic

We can look at financial and investment performance, as well as impact in

benefits of small/local business especially in California. It showed $1 in

creating jobs for those who need them the most. As investors, with term

contracting generated 3:1 net new jobs.”

sheet requirements, we can ask a little more. We’re working to bake these
values into companies as they grow.”

“But we need to approach procurement differently. The emphasis on
advertising and outreach will not generate sufficient outcomes. Outreach is
not outcomes. It is not sufficient to get participation or remove barriers. We
need to promote opportunities and access, look at the systemic barriers
which limit the ability of people to participate.
“Now you are making an investment that communicates a genuine interest
in outcomes that are not the status quo.”
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REGIONAL LEADERS REFLECT ON BIG ISSUES & OPPORTUNITIES

Melanie Shelby | Managing Director, Gray, Greer, Shelby & Vaughn LLC

Nicole Simoneaux | Director, Investments & Advisory Services, REDF

Experts in corporate supplier diversity, GGSV specializes in 21st century

REDF builds social enterprises that employ those who have the toughest

solutions that empower businesses. High-performing organizations

time getting a job. Since 1997, they have worked with more than 60 social

understand the profit potential, economic development benefits, and job

enterprises to help thousands of people in California, generating jobs

creation value of utilizing diverse suppliers in their supply chains. Stellar

and millions of dollars for local communities. REDF is on track by 2015

supplier diversity programs meet business objectives by reducing costs

to help 2,500 more people in California, who face the greatest barriers to

while increasing the bottom line. GGSV uses its unparalleled 20+ years of

employment, join the workforce.

corporate experience to create and enhance supplier diversity programs for
clients who are striving for the best in their business.

“We are working to identify employers who want to make a difference. Not
looking for willingness, but the tools -- to retain and advance employees, to

“There is a difference between supplier diversity or certification programs

use supply chain and purchasing power to connect.

and supplier development. Following passage of AB 53, I have been
appointed to the Insurance Commissioner’s Diversity Task to review supplier

“The BIG Initiative is doing things that we need, and it’s the private sector

diversity of 207 carriers, writing $100 million in California or more. In

that most needs the tools. We’re looking for ROI and proof that it’s good

California, via legislative advocacy or regulation, industries like gas, electric,

for bottom line. If it’s negative for the bottom line, we solve for it. Our cost

broadband, telecom, water and insurance are [now] covered. There is no

benefit analysis isolates the return to taxpayers. We recommend including

framework in tech. Tech is younger and more engaged. We can connect

social enterprise as a strategy.”

through a legislative agenda.”
“We have to ask, what are the economic development contributions of
small, MBE/WBE firms? Let’s remember, supplier diversity is a bottom-line
objective, not goals and goodwill.”

REGIONAL LEADERS REFLECT ON BIG ISSUES & OPPORTUNITIES
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